[Novel functional molecules of slit membrane].
Several recent studies have shown that slit membrane (slit diaphragm) located between foot processes of glomerular epithelial cells plays the critical role for maintaining the barrier function of glomerular capillary wall. In 1998, nephrin was identified and was reported to be a critical component of the slit membrane. Following nephrin, several slit membrane-associated molecules were identified. Podocin was identified as a gene product of NPHS2, a mutated gene in patients with autosomal recessive steroid-resistant nephrotic syndrome. The studies with knockout mice showed that CD2AP and NEPH1 were also functional molecules in the slit membrane. It is reported that podocin interacts with nephrin and CD2AP, and that NEPH1 interacts with nephrin. These studies indicated that the precise arrangement and the interaction of these molecules are essential for maintaining the barrier function of slit membrane.